Firstly, what is Sunergy?
Latin name: Silphium perfoliatum
Native to: Eastern and Central America
Sunergy is a low-input, high-output perennial crop which
solves many problems of cropping rotation. It has a 10–
15-year life span and once established is resilient and
reliable, unaffected by any major pests or diseases.
It has a wide range of end uses, including AD fuel,
ruminant feed, fibre for packaging, cosmetic ingredient
and can even be used as a human food source. It has a
complex root structure which acts as a carbon sink,
while improving soil health. Moreover, it is a fantastic
nectar source for pollinators. This little yellow flower is
the future!

My Journey and Sunergy
“I’m from a practical farming background and have worked
within the seed trade for 10 years as a technical sales
specialist. I specialise in forage and regenerative agriculture
and in agronomy for unusual seed crops”.
“My approach to agronomy is to use biological and cultural
methods before heading to the spray shed.”
“I discovered Sunergy by chance in conversation with a
colleague. I quickly realized I had hit upon something
unique! I’m extremely excited about Sunergy as a crop type,
not only because of its benefits to the grower but for the
impact on our environment and farmland wildlife”
Nick Green, Agronomist

What’s special about Sunergy
Long life span
Durable, reliable and consistent
High output / low input
Suited to wide range of growing sites
Excellent green credentials
Carbon sink
Agronomically does not effect the majority of rotations
Multiple uses

Some applications for Sunergy
An attractive proposition as an ideal plant for energy
in anerobic digestion.
In development for fibre for packaging both paper and plastics.
A wide range of uses for plant-based proteins such as cosmetics.
Suitable for vegan friendly foods.

How Sunergy can benefit you?
Once established is a very low input crop
with high outputs
More resilient and reliable in a changing climate
Suited to a wide range of sites (even the more
marginal ones)
Beneficial to the environment and wildlife

Anaerobic digester fuel
While dry matter yield is similar to a good crop
of maize silage the gas yields are approximately
80% of that of maize. Despite this, due to the
low input nature of the crop there is actually an
economic advantage to growing Sunergy over a
ten year period.
Moreover, Sunergy is a more consistent crop than
maize so budgeting for production is made easier
without concerns of over and under production of
feed stocks, meaning less land rents or
outsourcing production.

Sunergy and agronomy
Sunergy is incredibly low input, in the first year a simple
pre-emergent is applied with the maize it is under-sown into.

There may be a need to address sclerotinia in the first year if
grown following OSR, however, due to when the crop is
harvested and how the crop is harvested there may be no
need to even do this.

Nutrient requirement can be met using digestate alone.

Silphium and carbon capture
Due to the complex rooting structure of
Sunergy the potential for carbon capture
is huge.
Being perennial the roots will continue
to grow annually and due to lack of soil
disturbance this allows networks of beneficial
microbes to flourish further increasing the
amount of sequestered carbon.

Testing and trials
We are in the process of setting up a
UK wide agronomy trial.
We are also using this network to
explore where we can fine tune AD
performance from AD.
Our Ambition is to explore other
applications from UK grown Sunergy.

A bit more about us
We are driven by providing innovative solutions to farmers. 1⁰ Seed.
We are the UK Agent, Freudenberger UK.
Sales and Distribution from Newtone Agriscapes.
Both companies combine a wealth of experience and technical
expertise along with a passion for UK agriculture.

Sales and distribution
Contact Nick Green
Newtone Agriscapes Ltd
info@newtone.uk
www.newtone.uk

Silphium is a way for farmers to
remain productive and profitable
in a way that is kinder the
environment and wildlife.

